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Consider yourself very lucky if you are able to see or photograph the bluebird
nesting in a natural cavity. Natural cavities have a lot more on the “plus” side for
native cavity-nesting birds than boxes. However, when their natural homes were
being destroyed, we stepped up to the plate and improvised for them to bring their
numbers back. The nest boxes that we provide are wonderful little homes, but we
have had to work on them and studies have been done to see what worked best. As
you know, we have had to provide predator guards, grease on the poles and other
things. LBBS started making the roof wider several years ago, thus giving more
protection from the elements. The true one-inch Cypress gives more insulation from
heat and cold.
There’s a nice article on page 3 giving some insight about natural cavities. This
can help explain why we do a lot of things to our nest boxes to compensate.
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From The Perch
By:
Emily Winners
President
Photo By:
Emily Winners
Lecompte, LA
Not long ago, a lady who had purchased
one of my bluebird boxes was so excited to
report that her box had been occupied that
season by a pair of Carolina chickadees.
Hoping that bluebirds would find her box
(but never having seen one in the area) she
was so proud when the chickadees moved
in! While we, as a society, focus on
Eastern bluebird conservation, our mission
is to also protect and enjoy our other
species of native cavity nesters. I would
like to take this opportunity to introduce
you to some of our other beneficial cavity
nesters that don’t mind calling a bluebird
box their own.
Carolina chickadees, with their black
caps and bibs, white cheeks and gray
bodies, are found throughout Louisiana,
and will readily accept a bluebird nest box.
Their nests are built of feathers, hair, plant
material and moss. They typically lay 5-8
tiny white eggs with fine, reddish-brown
dots. Unlike the bluebirds, the female
chickadee will usually have only one clutch
of eggs each year.
If you’re lucky enough to live near
water, you may find a Prothonotary
Warbler taking up residence in your
bluebird box. This very active, bright
yellow and gray bird uses plant down,
bark, leaves and moss in its nest, and can
lay 3-7 creamy white, purple spotted eggs.
Don’t be surprised if you also find this
little beauty nesting in a watering can on
your deck or patio!
The tufted titmouse, a permanent
resident of our state, will also make its nest
in a bluebird box.
The titmouse, a
beautiful little gray bird sporting a gray
crest, will lay 5-6 white eggs with brown
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spots in a nest made of leaves and moss.
Like the chickadee, it is a frequent visitor to
backyard sunflower feeders.
Do you have an unusual bird using your
nest boxes? A unique story or photo to
share? We would love to hear from you!
As always, you can reach me at
emilywinners@msn.com.
Emily
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Why Nest In A Cavity?

Do tree Cavities Offer Advantages over
Nest boxes?
Many of the advantages of a cavity nest
mentioned in the previous review are offered
by both tree cavities and nest boxes
(protection from wind and precipitation,
moderation of temperatures, etc.) But, tree
cavities appear to beat out nest boxes in the
important area: parasites.
Cavities in a live tree are naturally more
humid than the outside air--the three itself is
a giant straw, sucking water from the ground
and drawing it up through the tree’s xylem
cells to the leaves or needles. Some of that
water oozes out of the tree through the walls
of a tree cavity, into the cavity itself. Rain,
too, can make its way into the cavity by
entering directly or by flowing down the tree
trunk and then into the cavity. This steady
supply of water keeps the cavity very humid
and the air almost saturated with water
vapor.
Nest boxes, on the other hand, are built of
dead wood (obviously) and are specifically
designed to be water-tight. Compared to tree
cavities, they are extremely dry inside.
One advantage to all the humidity found
inside a tree cavity; it suppresses flea
populations.
Fleas like a warm, dry
environment. They thrive in it, and produce
more young in it. A compilation of data
from nearly 700 tree-cavity nests found that
flea infestation was always under 10% with
many of the “infested” nests containing only
a single flea. Compare this to the infestation
rates in nest boxes, where it’s not uncommon
for more than 80% of nests to be infested,
often with hundreds of fleas.
Some creative bluebirders may want to
put some thought into ways to safely increase
the humidity levels inside nest boxes,
especially in areas with flea or other
ectoparasite problems.
Grzegortz Hebda and Tomasz Wesolowski
2012. Low Flea Loads in Birds’ Nests in
Tree Cavities. Ornis Fennica 89:139-144
Article used with permission from NABS
Bluebird Journal, Vol. 35, No. 4

Nesting inside a cavity has its
advantages. A thick tree trunk can offer
protection against certain predators, and
wind and rain can be blocked. But, the
primary advantage seems to be that the
enclosed environment stabilizes
temperature and humidity. Birds inside a
nest cavity stay warmer when the
temperature is cold, and cooler when the
temperature is hot. Humidity stays high
and fairly constant.
This moderation of temperature and
humidity is influenced by characteristics
of the tree and the cavity. Temperatures in
cavities located in larger-diameter trees
fluctuate less and change at a slower rate.
Deeper cavities, cavities with smaller
entrances, and cavities in live trees provide
more protection from temperature
extremes. The birds themselves can affect
the cavities’ temperature and humidity by
building taller or shorter nests.
Nesting inside a cavity has it
disadvantages, too. A cavity in a dead tree
trunk, exposed to direct sunlight can reach
temperatures lethal to eggs or nestlings.
When the air is calm, carbon dioxide and
other gases inside the cavity can build up
while the oxygen content goes down, to
the detriment of nestlings. Light levels
inside a cavity can be below the level that
allows colors to be distinguished; the
bottom of a deep cavity can be completely
dark and below the threshold for vision.
Still the advantages offered by a stable
environment, with temperatures suitable
for successfully raising young, outweigh
the disadvantages.
Marta Maziarz and Tomasz Wesolowski
2013
Microclimate of Tree Cavities Used by
Great Tits (Parus major) in a Primeval
forest> Avian Biology Research 6:47 –56
Article used with permission from the
NABS Bluebird Journal, Vol. 35, No. 4
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New Study Finds High Levels of Bird Predation By Cats
American Bird Conservancy
A new peer-reviewed study published in
January and authored by scientists from two
of the world’s leading science and wildlife
organizations has found that bird and
mammal mortality caused by outdoor cats is
much higher than has been widely reported,
with annual bird mortality now estimated to
be 1.4-3.7 billion and mammal mortality
likely 6.9-20.7 billion individuals.
The study, which offers the most
comprehensive analysis of information on
the issue of outdoor cat predation, was
published in the online research journal
Nature Communications and is based on a
review of 90 previous studies. The study
was authored by Dr. Peter Marra and Scott
Loss, research scientists at the Smithsonian
Conservation Biology Institute, and by Tom
Will from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service’s Division of Migratory Birds.
The study’s estimate of bird mortality far
exceeds any previously estimated U.S. figure
for cats. In fact, this magnitude of mortality
may exceed all other direct sources of
anthropogenic bird and mammal mortality
combined. Other bird mortality sources
would include collisions with windows,
buildings, communications towers, vehicles
and pesticide poisoning.
The study estimated that the median
number of birds killed by cats annually is 2.4
billion and the median number of mammals
killed is 12.3 billion. About 69% of the bird
mortality was from un-owned cats. Unowned cats are defined to include farm/barn
cats, strays that are fed but not granted
access to human habilitations, cats in
subsidized colonies, and cats that are
completely feral.
Native species make up the majority of
the birds preyed upon by cats. On average,
only 33 percent of bird prey items identified
to species were non-native species in 10
studies. Studies of mammals in suburban
and rural areas found that 75-100 percent of
mammalian prey were native mice, shrews
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voles, squirrels, and rabbits, all of which
serve as food sources for birds of prey such
hawks, owls, and eagles.
The study charges that, “Despite these
harmful effects, policies for management of
free-ranging cats populations and regulation
of pet ownership behaviors are dictated by
animal welfare issues rather than escological
impacts. Projects to manage free-ranging
cats, such as Trap-Neuter-Return (TNR)
colonies, are potentially harmful to wildlife
populations, but are implemented across the
United States without widespread public
knowledge, consideration of scientific
evidence, or the environmental review
processes typically required for actions with
harmful environmental consequences.”
American Bird Conservancy president
George Fenwick said, “The carnage that
outdoor cats inflict is staggering and can no
longer be ignored. This is a wake-up call for
cat owners and communities to get serious
about this problem before even more
ecological damage occurs.”
Article used with permission from the
NABS Bluebird Journal, Volume 35. No. 2

Photo by: Keith Kridler, Mt. Pleasant, TX
Editors note: never put a box on a pole
without a guard. Cats can jump 6 ft., put
boxes higher. Birds are at risk while
feeding on the ground too.

“KittyCams” Document Wildlife Being Killed by Outdoor Cats
American Bird Conservancy
A new study of house cats allowed to
roam outdoors found that nearly one-third
succeeded in capturing and killing animals.
The cats, which wore special video cameras
around their necks to record their activities,
killed an average of 2.1 animals every week
they were outside, but brought less than one
of every four of their kills home. Bird kills
constituted about 13 percent of the total
wildlife kills. Based on these results,
American Bird Conservancy and The
Wildlife Society estimate that house cats kill
far more than the previous estimate of 1
billion birds and other animals each year.
The study was carried out by scientists
from the University of Georgia and the
National Geographic Society. “The results
were certainly surprising, if not startling,”
said Kerrie Anne Loyd of the University of
Georgia, who was lead author of the study.
“In Athens-Clarke County, we found that 30
percent of the sampled cats were successful
in capturing and killing prey, and that those
cats averaged about one kill for every 17
hours outdoors or 2.1 kills per week. It was
also surprising to learn that cats only
brought 23 percent of their kills back to a
residence. We found that house cats will
kill a wide variety of animals, including
lizards, voles, chipmunks, birds, frogs, and
small snakes.”
Loyd and her colleagues attached small
video cameras to 60 outdoor house cats in
the city of Athens, Georgia, and recorded
their outdoor activities during all four
seasons. Loyd said the cats were outside for
an average of 5-6 hours every day. “If we
extrapolate the results of this study across
the country and include feral cats, we find

that cats are likely killing more than four
billion animals per year, including at least
500 million birds. Cat predation is one of
the reasons why one in three American bird
species are in decline,” said Dr. George
Fenwick, President of American Bird
Conservancy.
Volunteer cat owners were recruited
through advertisements in local
newspapers, and all selected cats were
given a free health screening. Each cat
owner downloaded the footage from the
camera at the end of each recording day.
The new study does not include the
animals killed by feral cats that have no
owners. A University of Nebraska study
released last year found that feral cats were
responsible for the extinction of 33 species
of birds worldwide, that even well-fed cats
in “managed” cat colonies will kill, that
feral cats prey more on native wildlife than
on other invasive creatures, and that most
feral cats (between 62 and 80 percent)
tested positive for toxoplasmosis (a disease
with serious implications for pregnant
women and people with weakened immune
systems).
You can view photographs and videos
from
the
“kittycams”
at
www.kittycams.uga.edu/photovideo.html
Article written with permission from the
NABS Bluebird Journal, Volume 34.No. 4
Editor’s note: If you are cat owner, we
hope you think about this information and
strive to be more responsible. These articles
show that roaming cats are a horrible threat
to wildlife.
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Bluebirds Nesting Outside a Cavity
By: Bet Zimmerman Smith
Certified Environmental Professional
Bluebirds almost ALWAYS nest in
cavities like nest boxes, hollowed out trees,
etc. Cavity nesting poses several advantages,
including decreased exposure to weather, (e.g.
hypothermia), predators and cowbirds.
However, Keith Kridler notes that on the
island of Bermuda, Easter Bluebirds were
originally found using old robin nests as a
base for their nests in open branches of trees
and bushes. When nest boxes or cavities are
not available, there are occasional reports of
bluebirds nesting in hanging baskets (although
these usually turn out to be robin nests.)
Topsy Turvy Tomato plant containers, old
Cliff/Barn Swallow nests, ledges of porches
and metal pipes.
In Lessburg, Virgina, Betty and Bill Ebert
have been battling House Sparrows. Initially,
bluebirds successfully used their nest boxes.
But, House Sparrows quickly took over.
“Before the House Sparrows invaded, our
bluebirds could nest wherever and whenever.
How things have changed in such a short
time.”
This year two pairs of bluebirds were
forced to make other choices. “For over a
month, there was a battle over the box
between bluebird couple and house sparrow
couple,” reported Betty.
“We had the
bluebirds gave up , took the nest box down.
Soon after we discovered the bluebird nest in
our deck rafters. “To prevent House Sparrow
harassment, the Eberts hung Mylar ribbons
nearby. Five nestlings successfully fledged
from the deck/rafter nest on June 25.
The second pair nested n the Kinsman
swallow nest shown in the photo. Mylar
ribbons were also hung nearby. Four young
fledged successfully on July 13. Bluebirder
Duane Rice wonders if the progeny will be
more likely to nest “out of the box.”
Article used with permission from NABS
Bluebird Journal Vol. 31, No.4.
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Thank You
Thanks to Shirl Cook, Luling, LA and
Tom Allen, Oak Ridge, LA, for generous “end
of the year” donations to LBBS.
In Memory
Thanks to Debbie Cooper Kleinpeter, Baton
Rouge, for the memorial gift to LBBS in
memory of William Clayton Cooper, Sr.
Evelyn Cooper & Family

Thank You
Thanks to LBBS for the beautiful Peace Lily
plant for the service of William Clayton Cooper,
Sr, and for the many cards sent to us.
Evelyn Cooper & Family

The Ron Kingston Stovepipe Guard is another
very important tool. It is the most effective for
climbing creatures, although not 100%. A
piece of 36 x 36 hardware cloth on top of the
guard if anything gets past usually stops them.

Photo above by: Evelyn Cooper
Each year when nesting season starts
getting close, I feel the need to show
t hi s pi cture and gi ve som e
information about it. We have new
members that are just beginning and
also some more experienced ones that
may have forgotten what a very useful
little tool this Sparrow Spooker can
be. It is not intended for House
Sparrow (HOSP) control, but to help
keep the parents and eggs safe while
using methods to trap the HOSP and
completely eliminate them or if you
are using passive control, which is
tearing out nests and eggs.
Recommendations for applying the
Spooker say wait until the first egg is
laid and the female is bonded to the
nest and she will not abandon. Take it
down when babies fledge so the next
cycle can begin. I found the female
will actually start right over with the
Spooker on the box. In my case, it
kept all larger birds off to that were
harassing the bluebirds. Removing
between cycles, keeps HOSP from
getting use to it.
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An organization devoted to conservation of all native cavity-nesting birds
www.labayoubluebirdsociety.org
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM
(This form may be copied and distributed)
NAME:___________________________________________________
ADDRESS:________________________________________________
CITY:____________________________________________________
STATE & ZIP
CODE:___________________________________________________
E-MAIL &
TELEPHONE:______________________________________________
( ) New Membership

( ) Renewal

__________Individual

$

7.50

_________Family

$ 15.00

_________Lifetime

$250.00

_________Organization

$ 25.00

_________Small Business

$ 25.00

_________Corporation

$100.00

_________Donation

$_______

Your cancelled check will be your receipt. To save money, receipts are
not issued unless specified. Please ask if your company or your spouse’s
company has a matching gifts program to augment your contribution.
Inquiries for information concerning matching gifts may usually be made
at the company’s benefit office.

An Affiliate of The North American Bluebird Society

